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Thermal infrared spectroscopy is a powerful technique for the compositional analysis of geological
materials. The spectral feature in the mid-IR region is diagnostic of the mineralogy and spectral
signatures of mixtures of minerals that add linearly, and therefore, can be used as an important
tool to determine the mineralogy of rocks in the laboratory and remotely for planetary exploration.
The greatest challenge in the emission measurement lies in the measurement of the weak thermal photons emitted from geological materials in a laboratory setup, and accurately records the
temperature of the rock sample. The present work pertains to the details of a new Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) laboratory that has been developed under the ISRO Planetary Science
and Exploration (PLANEX) programme, for emission related mineralogical investigations of planetary surfaces. The focus of the paper is on the acquisition and calibration technique for obtaining
emissivity, and the deconvolution procedure to obtain the modal abundances of the thermal emission spectra in the range of 6–25 μm using Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy. The
basic technique is adopted from the work of Ruﬀ et al (1997). This laboratory at the Department
of Earth Sciences, IIT-Bombay is currently developing pure end mineral library of mineral particulates (< 65 μm), and adding new end members to the existing ASU spectral library. The paper
argues the need for considering Lunar Orbiter Thermal Emission Spectrometer (LOTES) for future
Indian Moon mission programme (Chandrayan-II) to determine evidences of varied lithologies on
the lunar surface.

1. Introduction
Vibrational spectroscopy provides an important
tool for studying geological samples both in the
laboratory and for remote sensing applications.
Infrared (IR) spectroscopy is a non-destructive
tool for examining rocks and minerals for providing valuable knowledge about the chemical forces
between atoms, and vibrational frequencies found
in molecules (Clark 2004). The various physical
processes that give rise to IR spectra in minerals
are now well understood and documented (Farmer
1974; Hawthorne 1988; King et al 2004). There
exits several methods for performing vibrational

spectroscopy, such as transmission, reﬂection,
emission and Raman methods; however, for compositional mapping of terrestrial or extraterrestrial
bodies reﬂection techniques in the Visible NearInfrared (VIS-NIR) (400–2500 nm) and emission
method in the mid-IR region are the most useful
techniques to derive useful geological information.
Emission of radiation from a sample occurs due
to thermal vibration of its molecules. The spectral features arising from the fundamental, combination, and overtone vibrational bands, appear
as troughs or emissivity lows in an emission spectra. The thermal infrared photons are measured
usually between the wavelength regions of 8–50 μm
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or 1200–200 cm −1 in a typical laboratory setup
(Ruﬀ et al 1997). Spectral emissivity can also be
determined from reﬂectance using Kirchhoﬀ’s law,
ε = 1 − R (Nicodemus 1965; Salisbury et al 1994)
where ε is emissivity and R is the reﬂectance.
This is more valid for reﬂectance measurement
taken using hemispherical attachment. However,
this technique is not feasible for extraterrestrial
exploration as Sun’s reﬂected energy does not cover
this region. The Kirchhoﬀ’s law can be qualitatively applied in remote sensing using bidirectional
reﬂectance using biconical reﬂectance attachment
(Salisbury et al 1993).
The fundamental diﬀerence between the
reﬂectance and emission technique is the source of
the infrared energy. Typically, the most practical
method for emission analysis is to heat the sample
to a higher temperature. Although an emission
signal is not restricted to materials heated to high
temperatures, the sample signal is greater at higher
temperature, and is easier to diﬀerentiate from the
noise produced by an instrument and environment.
The collection of emission spectra by deﬁnition is
hemispherically integrated radiance, and therefore,
eliminates most of the angular dependencies that
results from a reﬂectance spectroscopy, and moreover, collection of spectra in the emission mode
more accurately mimics the emission from natural
surfaces observed by remote sensing instruments
(Ramsey 2004). The other advantage is that the
emission of infrared radiance is what naturally
occurs on the Earth’s surface. Therefore, laboratory based measurements are directly comparable
to remote sensing data. The average surface temperature of the Earth (∼ 27◦ C or 300 K) produces
a maximum emitted ﬂux at 9.7 μm, whereas at
wavelengths longer than ∼ 5 μm, the solar reﬂected
energy approaches zero, hence, no reﬂected IR
energy is observed at values greater than 5 μm.
The reﬂectance spectral studies hence becomes
nonfeasible, however, emission spectra can still be
recorded for energies > 5 μm either in the ﬁeld, air
or in space-based mapping.
In the thermal-IR region, two important windows occur at 8.0–9.2 μm and 10.2–12.4 μm, which
are separated by an absorption band due to ozone
present in the upper atmosphere. For remote sensing from aerial platforms, the thermal channel
between 8 and 14 μm is usually used. The fundamental frequencies of geological materials lie in
the wavelengths above 6 μm, providing the most
diagnostic information for the identiﬁcation of
almost all minerals (Walter and Salisbury 1989;
Salisbury et al 1993; Salisbury 1993). The greatest challenge in the emission measurement lies in
the measurement of the weak thermal photons
emitted from geological materials in a laboratory

setup, and to accurately record the temperature
of the rock sample. Currently three laboratories in
US have developed the facility to measure thermal
infrared (TIR) spectrum of geological samples.
The experimental setup developed for the present
study has followed the Ruﬀ et al (1997) technique.
The other recently developed laboratory is at the
Berlin Institute of Planetary Research, German
Aerospace Centre for the MERTIS and Venus
Express programme (Maturilli et al 2008).
In recent years interest in emission spectroscopy
of planetary surfaces has been greater. It was
included both on orbiters and rovers for studying Mars. Today, most missions on Mars have
onboard a TES instrument dedicated to emission
spectral measurements: TES on Mars Global Surveyor (Christensen et al 2001) and imaging spectrometer THEMIS on Mars Odyssey (Christensen
et al 2003). The two Mars Exploration Rovers
(MER) are still providing a wealth of high spectral
resolution data. The most recent data includes the
ﬁnding of hydrothermal silica rich deposits in
association with volcanic materials (Squyres et al
2008): The Planetary Fourier Spectrometer (PFS)
onboard Mars Express (Formisano et al 2005).
The Mercury Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (MERTIS) on the ESA Bepi-Colombo
mission to Mercury will map the planet with
a spatial resolution of 500 m and a spectral resolution of 90 m between 7 and 14 μm (Helbert
et al 2005). An updated version of the MERTIS
instrument is currently proposed as Selenological
Radiometer and Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (SERTIS) for a German Lunar Mission
(Maturilli et al 2008). The Advanced Spaceborne
Thermal Emission Reﬂection Radiomter (ASTER)
launched in 1999 is the only earth orbiter that
provided ﬁve band thermal infrared data of the
earth surface (Gillespie et al 1998). The active
missions are currently providing wealth of compositional informations on Mars, while planned missions in the near future will be generating wealth
of mid-IR emission information from various planetary bodies. The spectral data contains immense
information related to the mineralogical composition, surface properties, alteration, atmospheric
dust, etc. To derive reliable information from these
remote sensing spectral data, a greater understanding of similar analogue materials using laboratory
spectroscopic measurements is required. The information related to wavelength positions, spectral
contrasts, the various troughs and peaks of various
minerals, mixtures and grain sizes are required for
the correct identiﬁcation of planetary materials.
The focus of the present work is on the instrumentation setup, measurement procedures for geological analogues and calibration techniques to
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Diagram showing the FTIR optical bench layout and the thermal emission attachment apparatus.

obtain the emissivity. A thermal emission spectrometer (TES) laboratory at the Department
of Earth Science, IIT-Bombay has been developed under ISRO-PLANEX (Planetary Sciences
and Exploration) programme. The present work
also discusses the deconvolution technique and,
ﬁnally argues the need for Lunar Orbiter Thermal
Emission Spectrometer (LOTES) for lunar surface
mapping.
2. Thermal emission spectrometer (TES)
instrumentation
The present setup uses a Fourier Transform
Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer, which is modiﬁed
for the acquisition of thermal emission spectra
by removing its external port and attaching the
thermal emission sample apparatus to it. The IR
source in the spectrometer is kept oﬀ. A Fourier
Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometer using
Michelson interferometer technique is adapted for
emission spectroscopy by removing the mirror closest to the emission port and by disconnecting the
internal source (ﬁgure 1). The sample itself is used
as the infrared source by directing the optical path
through the external port to the sample chamber using a parabolic mirror. The sample apparatus is attached to the FTIR external port to
direct the energy from the sample source to the
detector (ﬁgure 2). The energy from the sample
source is acquired using a Nicolet Magna 550 FTIR
spectrometer equipped with an uncooled Deuterated Triglycine Sulphate (DTGS) detector and
KBr beam splitter. The spectra were obtained at

4 cm−1 sampling over 1600–400 cm −1 (≈ 6–25 μm).
The basic design of the thermal emission accessory
is adapted from Ruﬀ et al (1997).
The thermal emission accessory consists of two
glove boxes. The upper one consists of the emission
optics mounted on the double walled copper chamber, and the lower is the sample chamber (ﬁgure 2).
The emission optics consists of a parabolic mirror that collects the energy from the sample and
directs it through the external port towards the
interferometer. The 7.5 cm diameter oﬀ axis parabolic mirror, with a focal length of 11.9 cm is
used to produce a 37◦ cone normal to the sample
surface and elliptical ﬁeld of view. The use of a
parabolic mirror increases the signal strength by
allowing the collection of energy over a larger solid
angle (Ruﬀ et al 1997). The mirror is mounted
coaxially with the sample chamber on an X-Y-Z
translation stage. The translation stage is used
for the precise alignment of the mirror. It is used
to adjust the parabolic mirror to receive maximum energy from the sample source and direct it
towards the interferometer. The copper chamber
is designed to avoid the heat loss from the sample, once the sample is jacked inside. The chamber
is a double walled copper chamber of 20 cm diameter closed at the top, except for a 1.5 cm opening
through which the emitted photons exit. To avoid
undue heating and radiation of the chamber, water
is circulated to maintain a constant temperature
at 23.0◦ C ± 0.03. The interior surfaces have been
painted with Krylon ultra ﬂat black 1601 paint that
has an emissivity ≥ 0.95. The bottom of the chamber is open to allow samples to be raised inside the
cavity. This chamber acts as a black body cavity
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Figure 2.

The thermal emission spectrometer (TES) laboratory setup at IIT-Bombay.

allowing only the sample energy and the reﬂected
energy to the detector. A thermocouple attached
to the inner wall is used to record environment
temperature (ﬁgure 2). To reduce the eﬀects of
variable atmospheric conditions in the laboratory,
the spectrometer and glove box are purged continuously with ultra-pure N2 gas. This also avoids
exposure of the KBr beam splitter and lenses to
moisture.

3. Measurement
The measurement procedure for acquiring the spectra of geological samples (rock/particulates) begins
by ﬁrst measuring the two blackbody temperatures
at 100◦ C (hot) and 70◦ C (warm). This gives the
instrument response function. The second step
involves measurement of the sample radiance. For
this usually ﬁst size rock samples are heated in an
oven at 80◦ C for about 12 h in order to increase
the signal-to-noise ratio. The hot samples are
then immediately jacked into the copper chamber.

Figure 3. The accessory for measuring thermal infrared
emission spectra of particulate samples. (a) Various size copper cups coated with black paint and (b) the sample holder
for heating copper cups.

The spectrum is acquired for 180 interferograms
during the 31/2 minutes acquisition period and
averaged together to produce the ﬁnal spectrum.
The powder samples are heated using copper cups
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Figure 4. Blackbody target required for the instrument and spectral calibration. (a) Photo of the aluminum blackbody
cylinder and (b) show the cross section diagram of the blackbody. The 30◦ cone is jacked by silicone rubber heater, and
the resistance is measured by two PRT’s.

(ﬁgure 3a). Diﬀerent dimension copper cups are
used depending on the sample volume. The copper cups are coated with Krylon black paint on
its upper exposed surface. During measurements,
sample is placed on a heater unit and is maintained
at 80◦ C. Particulate samples in sample cups are
placed in a holder that contains a heater unit. The
heater unit regulates its temperature by a timeproportional temperature controller which is connected to a thermocouple. The thermocouple is
so placed that it is in constant contact with the
sample at its outer edge (ﬁgure 3b). Thus the set
temperature and the original temperature of the
sample are known. The holder is then jacked into
the copper chamber for measurements.
4. Calibration
The calibration of the raw spectrum to emissivity
is achieved following the one temperature method
of Ruﬀ et al (1997) using a single calibrated blackbody. Spectra are obtained from blackbody at
two temperatures, warm 70◦ C and hot 100◦ C at
a higher 250 interferogram scan. Measurement of
blackbody is repeated for every batch of samples.
The integral part of emission spectroscopy is
thus the use of a blackbody as reference target,
whose temperature can be controlled and known
accurately. The blackbody used in the present
study was donated to us by Prof. Phill Christensen
and Dr. Steve Ruﬀ of Mars Space Flight Facility,
Arizona State University. The blackbody is a solid
aluminum and cylindrical in shape with a conical

cavity having an angle of 30◦ . The inside cone is
coated with black high quality epoxy resin paint.
The cone is jacketed from outside by silicon heater.
The temperature is monitored by two 1000 Ω
PRT’s placed one at the base and the other on the
side of cone. The output of the blackbody heating unit is regulated using a time proportional
temperature controllers (ﬁgure 4).
The emissivity of any material is an intrinsic
property and is not dependent on sample temperature, spectrometer and environment temperature (Ruﬀ et al 1997). Since emissivity cannot
be directly measured, it is inferred from the measured radiance. Therefore, a calibration technique
is used to convert the recorded emittance of a material to its emissivity (ﬁgure 5a). The emissivity
is deﬁned as the ratio of emittance of a sample
(εsample ) to that of a blackbody (εblackbody ) at the
same temperature (T ) (ﬁgure 5a and b).
Emissivity, ε =

εsample (T )
.
εblackbody (T )

(1)

Thermal emission calibration software has been
developed to generate the emissivity of measured
samples (ﬁgure 6). Emitted radiance is the quantity
that is used to infer emissivity and it is controlled by temperature and emissivity. Hence, a
stepwise method is required to estimate emissivity over a spectral region of interest. From each
radiance spectrum measured, an equivalent temperature spectrum is determined by inversion of
the radiance using Planck’s equation. The stepwise
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be written as:
B(ν̃, T ) =

2hc2 ν̃ 3
,
ehcν̃/kT − 1

(4)

where B(ν̃, T ) is the spectral radiance. With the
use of above equation, temperature can be derived
from radiance or radiance from temperature. The
radiance data is converted to brightness temperature by inverting Planck’s equation (4) (Ruﬀ et al
1997),
T =

hν
In[2hc2 ν̃ 3 (B ν̃)−1

+ 1]k

.

(5)

In emission spectroscopy, the detector measures
the variations in the voltage. The voltage varies
as a function of wavelength and temperature of
the sample or blackbody according to the following equation given by Christensen and Harrison
(1993).

Figure 5. (a) Calibration technique to obtain emissivity of
Quartz. The emissivity is obtained by dividing the sample
radiance and blackbody radiance at same temperature, to
generate the emissivity of a sample as shown in (b).

Vmeas(λ, T ) = [εsamp (λ)Bsamp (λ, T )
+ Rsamp (λ)εenv (λ)Benv (λ, T )
− εinst (λ)Binst (λ, T )]F,

method used to derive emissivity from the measured quantity is described below.
The Planck’s law describes the spectral radiance
of electromagnetic radiation at all wavelengths
from a blackbody at temperature T . As a function
of frequency ν (Hz) can be expressed as:
B(ν, T ) =

1
2hν 3
.
2
hν/kT
c e
−1

(2)

This equation represents the emitted power per
unit area of emitting surface, per unit solid angle,
and per unit frequency, where h is the Planck’s
constant, c the speed of light and k is Boltzmann
constant.
The above equation as a function of wavelength
λ (μm) for unit solid angle is written as:
B(λ, T ) =

1
2hc2
.
5
hc/λkT
λ e
−1

(3)

(6)

where Vmeas is the measured quantity, εsamp is the
emissivity of the sample in the required quantity,
the term B is used to represent ‘radiance’ which
depends on the temperature according to Planck
equation. Bsamp is the radiance of sample that
varies with wavelength and temperature according to Planck equation. εinst (λ)Binst is the instrument energy which includes all the energy that
passes through the instrument and is not originating from the sample. Rsamp (λ)εenv (λ)Benv (λ, T ) is
the energy term that is emitted by the environment
and reﬂected oﬀ the sample towards the instrument. F is the response function of the instrument
which aﬀects all of the above factors. The crucial
part of emissivity measurement depends on how
accurately the each, the above factors are taken
care and accounted. The method related to the
measurement of instrument response, energy, sample emissivity, etc., was developed by Ruﬀ et al
(1997), which is as follows.
4.1 Instrument response function

The third spectral unit, commonly used in spectroscopy, is wavenumber, the number of waves per
cm. The radiance in terms of Planck’s equation as a
function of appropriate wavenumber ν̃ (cm−1 ) can

Response function represents the conversion factor
between the detector output in volts and sample
output in watts. Since all the components of the
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The calibration window developed in MATLAB as a user friendly window interface.

spectrometer do not respond perfectly at all wavelengths, it needs to be corrected. This correction
is made by measuring a blackbody at two diﬀerent
known temperatures, and equation (4) is used to
derive the radiance of the blackbody at known temperatures. A blackbody is an object that absorbs
all electromagnetic radiation that falls onto it. In
the case of a perfect blackbody, emissivity is one
and reﬂectivity is zero. The equation (6) is hence
reduced to equation (7).

Response function, F =

Vbb (T1 ) − Vbb (T2 )
, (7)
Bbb (T1 ) − Bbb (T2 )

where Vbb is the voltages or energy measured for
blackbody at temperatures of 100◦ C (T1 ) and 70◦ C
(T2 ). Bbb is the blackbody radiance calculated using
Planck’s equation for known temperatures T . The
instrument response function is a quantity that is
independent of instrument energy and a small variation in temperature or any other component in
the spectrometer should not have any signiﬁcant
eﬀect on the response function. Hence, any variation in response function with time is not acceptable. The variation in the response function is
therefore, monitored for over a period of time and
is plotted in ﬁgure 7.

Figure 7. Instrument response function measured for 40
diﬀerent times over two months. The standard deviation is
less than 1%.

instrument response function determined from the
above equation, blackbody radiance for a particular temperature and voltage measured for that
particular temperature instrument energy can be
calculated using the following equation:
εinst Binst = B(T ) −

Vmeas(T )
.
F

(8)

4.3 Sample emissivity
4.2 Instrument energy
Instrument energy is the component of energy that
does not come from the sample target. Using the

Emissivity (ε) is derived as the ratio of calibrated
sample radiance to that of sample radiance
at T . Here, sample radiance is the radiance of a
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blackbody at sample temperature (calculated using
Planck’s equation for blackbody radiation) and
calibrated sample radiance (emitted sample radiance) is the ratio of measured energy emitted from
the sample (Vsamp ) to instrument response function. Measured energy emitted from the sample
(Vsamp ) is the measured quantity available from
the instrument after measuring the sample. Sample temperature is derived from calibrated sample
radiance (Bsamp ) by rearranging equation (6) in the
following format,
εsamp (λ)Bsamp (λ, T ) + Rsamp (λ)εenv (λ)Benv (λ, T )
=

Vsamp
+ εinst Binst .
F

(9)

The above equation will get reduced into the
following equation when εsamp = 1 and Rsamp = 0,
an assumption made to isolate Bsamp so that
the temperature can be calculated by putting
Bsamp value in the Planck equation. The assumption is valid at the Christiansen frequency of the
spectrum.
Vsamp
+ εinst Binst .
Bsamp (λ, T ) =
F

(10)

Since the Christiansen frequency is not known
prior, a brightness temperature is calculated for
all wavelengths of the calibrated sample radiance using equation (5). Henry (1948) deﬁned
Christiansen frequency as the frequency at which
the index of refraction (n) of a sample becomes
equal to that of the surrounding medium. The
highest temperature is then used as the sample
temperature. The sample temperature is then used
in Planck equation for all wavelengths to derive
the sample radiance (Bsamp ). Sample reﬂectivity
Rsamp is converted in terms of emissivity using
Kirchhoﬀ’s law relating reﬂectivity and emissivity
(R = 1 − ε). Substituting ε for R using Kirchhoﬀ’s
law eliminates the term R from the emissivity
calculation (Ruﬀ et al 1997). The emissivity of
sample then becomes,
(Vmeas (λ, T )/F ) − Benv (λ, T )
+Binst (λ, T )
,
εsamp (λ, T ) =
Bsamp (λ, T ) − Benv (λ, T )
(11)
εenv and εinst are eliminated from the equation as
they are considered to be unity.
The calibration software is essential, as the
ﬁnal sample emissivity will be derived only after

the above steps of calibration. Emissivity spectra
from particulates (700–1000 μm) of pure quartz are
generated repeatedly to assess the reproducibility
of the spectra. Figure 6(b) shows the reproduced
spectra of quartz. The calibration program is coded
in MATLAB 7.0. The program is developed with
a front-end user friendly graphical interface for
Windows Operating System (ﬁgure 6). The inputs
required are Vbb (T1 ) (voltage measured for hot
blackbody), Vbb (T2 ) (voltage measured for warm
blackbody), T1 (hot blackbody temperature), T2
(warm blackbody temperature) and Vsample (voltage measured for the heated sample). Instead of
direct measurement of T1 and T2 , two platinum
resistors are placed inside the blackbody to measure the resistance shown at each temperature. The
software converts the resistance into temperature
(◦ C or K). The other input required is the environmental temperature. The ﬁnal output is the
sample emissivity in the form of a graphical plot
(ﬁgure 5b).
5. Spectral deconvolution
Deconvolution is an algorithm-based approach
to reverse the eﬀects of convolution or mixing.
Deconvolution technique is used in signal processing to ﬁnd the solution of a convolution equation
of the form Σf xg = h, where h is the recorded
signal, f is the signal of individual component and
g is the function which transforms the individual
component signal to the mixture signal. Spectral deconvolution is a data reduction technique
that has been used for a variety of scientiﬁc
problems that involves mixture analysis (Ramsey
and Christensen 1998). Linear and non-linear
deconvolution methods have been developed and
studied by various workers for the VIS-NIR
region (Sunshine et al 1990; Johnson et al 1992).
The thermal infrared (TIR) portion of electromagnetic spectrum has been deconvolved using
linear approach by various workers (Thomson and
Salisbury 1993; Hamilton et al 1997; Ramsey and
Christensen 1998). The simplest approach is the
stochastic approach to calculate a modal analysis
of rock from infrared spectrum that is based on the
assumption that the spectrum of a mixture (rock)
is a linear combination of the spectra of its components (minerals). The fundamental assumption
of linearity in the TIR region is that the surface
scattering is the predominant scattering process
in TIR region compared to that of volume scattering, because of the higher absorption coeﬃcient
of minerals in this region. Previous workers have
either concentrated on the VIS-NIR portion of
the spectrum where reﬂection spectra show nonlinearity upon mixing (Clark 1983; Johnson et al
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1992) or with reﬂection spectra of TIR region
(Thomson and Salisbury 1993) which is linear on
mixing. Deconvolution modeling of TIR spectrum
is based on linear mixing of end members. The
linearity of TIR spectra was assumed from very
early days (Lyon 1965).
The argument of the technique is that the emitted energy from the surface of multimineral rock
surfaces is a combination of the energy radiated
from each component in proportion to its aerial
abundance percentage. For this linearity, the aerial
percentage of surface-end member minerals with
known particle sizes translate into volume abundance. If the spectra of pure-end member minerals
are known, then any mixed spectra of rock sample can be deconvolved through a least squares
linear ﬁt (Ramsey and Christensen 1998). This
would give percentage abundances of each inputend member minerals including their measures of
modal quality. Therefore, because of linear mixing
in the TIR region, the deconvolution provides a
rapid means of assessing mineral assemblages of an
exposed surface. Ramsey and Christensen (1998)
determined that the deconvolution accuracy of TIR
spectra is close to 94%.
The deconvolution is achieved using linear least
square equations. The algorithm developed for
linear deconvolution can be written based on
weighted average linear equation as follows:
ε(λ)r = am1 ε(λ) + am2 ε(λ)m2 + · · · + amn ε(λ)mn ,
where Σamn ∼ 1,

(12)

where ε(λ)r is the emissivity of rock which is a
function of λ, the wavelength and ε(λ)mn represent
the spectra of nth individual mineral component
of the rock mixture which has a weightage of amn
or the per cent weightage of the individual mineral
component which represents the aerial percentage
of the individual mineral component.
At a speciﬁc wavelength λ, the emissivity ε of a
mixed spectrum of n end members is equal to the
aerial percentage ω of each end member times the
emissivity with some residual error. The residual
error is assumed to be the diﬀerence between the
measured and modeled spectrum,
ε(λ) =



ε(λ)i ωi + error.

(13)

Several linear retrieval algorithms have been
developed and modeled to determine the modal
analysis of a rock spectrum (Adams et al 1986;
Johnson et al 1992; Ramsey and Christensen 1998).
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The present study is based on the model developed
by Ramsey and Christensen (1998).
5.1 Least square retrieval algorithm
The mathematical expression of a rock spectrum is
stated as:
ε(λ)r =

n


amn ε(λ)mn + error,

(14)

1



amn ε(λ)mn is the summation of emissivity of
pure minerals at each wave length multiplied to the
weight percentage of each mineral component. The
weight percentage of each mineral component represents the proportion of each mineral contributing
to the mixture spectra. Deconvolution is achieved
using matrix algebra to solve a system of equations.
Emissivity of a mixture is considered as a column
matrix B with j number of rows and each row represents the emissivity of the mixture at wavelength
λj and there will be j number of rows. Emissivity of pure minerals which depends on wavelength
forms a matrix with j number of rows and n number of columns and each column is the emissivity of
the representative mineral at wavelength λ. Thus
the emissivity of n number of end member minerals at wavelength λ forms n number of column of
the matrix A. The weight percentage of each mineral component will form a column matrix with n
number of rows as is termed as matrix X, A is a jxn
matrix. The matrix A has n mineral components
with emissivity as the value that is dependent on
the wavelength. Each column in matrix A has j
rows and each row has a value which is the emissivity of the nth mineral component at wavelength
λj . X is nx 1 matrix where n is the number of mineral components that contribute to the rock spectra. Hence, equation (14) can be rewritten in the
form of matrix function and an algorithm is derived
to deconvolve the mixture spectrum into its pure
mineral components.
A(jxn)X(nx1) = B(jx1).

(15)

In this algorithm, the available data are the
emissivity of mixture for a range of wavelength
denoted as λj and the emissivity of the pure minerals used as the end members for a range of wavelengths same as that of the mixture spectra. The
‘unknowns’ in the above matrix function is the proportion of each mineral component in the mixture
spectra. Therefore, equation (15) is rearranged to
get the unknown matrix X.
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B(jx1)
.
X(nx1) =
A(jxn)

(16)

Equation (16) is rearranged into the following
equation to generate the unknown matrix X:
X = (AT A)−1 AT B.

(17)

Equation (17) is the matrix equation used to
derive the unknown matrix X which contains
the weight percentage or the proportional abundance of each pure mineral component in the
mixture spectra. After ﬁnding the n number of
unknown quantity the matrix X is put back in the
original equation (15) to derive the modeled spectrum of the mixture. The spectrum of the mixture derived experimentally is used to derive the
unknown in the matrix equation (17). The error
in the modeling is the amount of deviation of
the modeled spectrum from the experimental spectrum. The error of the model is calculated using
root mean square technique. The error is calculated as the RMS diﬀerence between the spectrum
of the mixture generated experimentally to that of
modeled (modeled spectrum is the summation of
each mineral spectrum multiplied to its weight
percentage).
The number of end-member minerals used for
the algorithm is selected manually. An iterative
method is adopted. The number of end members
can be any number below the number of wavelength channels. In the present study, using the
present FTIR instrument, the number of wavelength channels is around 830 with a spectral
sampling of 4 cm−1 . The measurement is from
2000 cm−1 to 400 cm−1 in wavenumber. Hence, the
number of end members can be any number from
1 to 830. The actual end members present in the
mixture will be giving a positive weightage value,
while the absence of an end-member mineral chosen manually is indicated by a negative value. In
the subsequent calculation, the end member with
negative weightage value is omitted and the RMS
value is calculated in each case. The process is
repeated until the entire end members chosen are
shown positive value with an RMS value approximately equal to zero, and until a visually best ﬁtted
spectrum is modeled.
5.2 End-member minerals
The accuracy of the deconvolution technique is
dependent upon the end-member minerals with
correct compositional and structural information.
The Arizona State University mineral library contains (ASU spectral library) spectra of most of the

rock forming minerals with detailed information on
compositional purity and quality (Christensen et al
2000). Most library minerals are granular samples
with sizes ranging from 700 to 1000 μm, as this size
ranges can be used for the deconvolution of solid
samples (Ramsey and Christensen 1998; Feely and
Christensen 1999). The algorithm for deconvolution is coded using MATLAB and a user friendly
graphical interface is made to do the deconvolution
manually (ﬁgure 8a and b). This algorithm requires
three inputs:
• spectrum of the sample to be deconvolved,
• wavelength range over which to perform the
linear least square ﬁt, and
• library of pure mineral spectra (end members).
In the deconvolution window, the mineral spectral library of Arizona State University (ASU) is
kept as separate window as ASU library (ﬁgure 8),
while the new minerals being added including
powder spectra are kept in a new window with an
IITB code. Outputs from the algorithm includes,
the weightage of each end member, modeled best
ﬁt spectrum, and root mean square RMS) error
value, which is the average error over the entire
spectral region. The RMS value is used as an indicator for the goodness of ﬁt for all the iteration of
measured spectra (Ramsey and Christensen 1998;
Feely and Christensen 1999). Initially each spectrum is deconvolved choosing selected-end member
libraries by looking at the spectral shape characteristics. As suggested by Christensen et al (2000),
initially the iteration is to run using the entire
library to ﬁnd a best ﬁt. In the present study,
it is observed that often multiple iteration using
group of minerals representing particular group
or rocks are more advantageous than using the
entire library initially. For an accurate modeling of
the spectrum, the approximate range of composition present in the sample must be present as end
members (Feely and Christensen 1999; Hamilton
and Christensen 2000). Since even with robust
mineral group of end-member mineral phases, it is
unlikely that any end member will have an identical
composition as that of the mineral in the sample
(Hamilton et al 1997). Hamilton et al (1997) and
Ramsey and Christensen (2000) demonstrated that
lack of an exact match can be compensated for
in the best ﬁt model, if several compositionally
related end members are also included in diﬀerent proportions to essentially reduce the spectral contribution, of a phase in the measured
spectrum.
Rock samples usually have lower spectral contrast than the library end-member minerals, since
the spectral library uses spectra of particulate
minerals of larger size fraction (710–1000 μm),
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Figure 8. The deconvolution window developed in MATLAB as a window interface. The spectral library 1 represents ASU
library, while the second represents the IITB library.

because they can be handpicked to reduce the
contaminants, and due to the diﬃculty in getting
large crystals of pure minerals. However, it was
observed that decreasing the mean particle size of
the sample, particularly greater than 65 μm results
in uniform decrease in the spectral contrast, without aﬀecting the positions of absorption bands
(Salibury and Wald 1992; Moersch and Christensen
1995; Ramsey and Christensen 1998). In such cases
it is observed that when the measured rock spectrum is signiﬁcantly shallower than the combined
mineral components, the algorithm uses a featureless mineral spectrum to compensate it. To overcome this limitation, a blackbody spectrum, which
has unit emissivity at all wavelengths, is added
as one of the end members to the mineral library
(Hamilton et al 1997, 2001; Feely and Christensen
1999).
As an example, we present here the thermal
emission spectra of a granite and anorthosite
and its deconvolved model mineral abundances of
the rock spectra measured in the TES laboratory at IIT-Bombay (ﬁgure 9a and b). The black
coloured spectrum is the measured TIR rock spectrum, while red coloured spectrum is the modeled spectrum after manually selecting minerals
from spectral library. The deconvolution algorithm
models the mixture and calculates the diﬀerence
in the measured and modeled spectra, and also
weightage of each mineral that contribute the spectra. The diﬀerence in the modeled and measured
spectra is expressed as RMS error.

6. Lunar orbiter thermal emission
spectrometer (LOTES)
The thermal emission spectroscopy is a highly
potential technique for remote sensing mapping of
compositions on planetary surfaces. The mid-IR
region between 4 and 25 μm holds the key to
estimate the mineralogical and bulk chemical
composition of rocks and minerals. The TES technique was approved by NASA for the Mars mission
during eighties, and successful mapping of Mars
surface geology by the orbiters, viz., Mars Observer
and THEMIS, and the rovers (Spirit and Opportunity) have further proved its worthiness, advocated earlier by Christensen et al (1985) for Mars
composition mapping using the emission technique.
However, with regard to Moon, the conclusions
drawn based on the observations and results of
several workers based on ground based observations, Goetz (1968); Murcray (1970); Potter and
Morgan (1981); Tyler et al (1988); Lucey et al
(1989) led to the view that emission spectroscopy
or the mid-IR region of Moon is not a useful technique for lunar remote sensing. However, Lucey
(1991) analysis of the same data of the above
studies concluded that the earlier analysis suﬀered
from serious signal-to-noise (SNR) and wavelength
range limitations. This resulted in the spectral differences diﬃcult to interpret in the mid-IR region.
Later, Sprague et al (1992) based on scaled spectral emissivity data of ﬁve locations on the illuminated lunar surfaces showed existence of several
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• types of feldspars and opaques,
• presence of silicate rocks,
• thermophysical properties of the lunar surface,
and
• presence of volatile constituents in the poles
(south Aitken basin).

Figure 9.
Measured and modeled emissivity spectra
a granite-RJ1 (a) and anorthosite-PM11b, and (b) its
spectrally derived mineral abundance.

diﬀerences, which could be interpreted in terms
of diﬀerences in their mineralogical compositions.
Nash et al (1993) have discussed a comprehensive
review on the evaluation of infrared emission spectroscopy for mapping Moon’s surface from lunar
orbit based on their experience of handling TES
for Mars orbiter mission.
The TES would be useful to address some of the
most signiﬁcant lunar science issues, viz:

Based on ground based telescopic observations
and from the petrological and chemical studies of rock samples collected in the course of
Apollo programme, and the soils returned by
the robotic spacecraft of the USSR show that
the surface of Moon predominantly consists of
igneous rocks, mainly basalt and anorthosite
(Mason and Melson 1970). The dominant mineral
phases include olivine, pyroxenes, plagioclase and
Fe-Ti minerals. However, studies by Marvin et al
(1990) and Jollif (1990) show evidences of silicate rocks, granite and monozodorite. This clearly
shows that the lunar surfaces might be more varied in their composition than thought based on
the Apollo samples. Moreover, evidences of similar
quartzofeldspathic rocks have recently been found
on Mars (Bandﬁeld et al 2004; Bandﬁeld 2006).
The exposures were clearly visible in Thermal
Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) colour radiance images, and Thermal Emission Spectrometer
(TES) surface emissivity data. Both the TES and
THEMIS data indicate the presence of 8–9.5 μm
absorption band (Restrahalen band) compared to
the surrounding basaltic plains.
It is therefore, important that global mapping of
the Moon’s surface needs to be carried out using
a thermal emission spectrometer between 4 and
25 μm for mapping evidences for varied lithologies. However, the diﬃculty on the Moon compared to Mars is the absence of atmosphere, which
can introduce thermal gradients in the particulate
materials due to loss of thermal convective heat
transfer between grains. This can completely alter
the spectral emittance of the sample surface, and
result in increase in the spectral contrast (Logan
et al 1973). Therefore, several laboratory emission
measurements under vacuum conditions need be
studied to understand the spectral behaviour. Of
all the remote sensing based techniques, only thermal emission spectroscopy is the most sensitive
technique for composition mapping. The spectroscopic techniques, VIS-NIR and mid-IR are sensitive to diﬀerent parameters inherently related to
the minerals (Farmer 1974). Abundance of quartz
and alkali feldspars would be completely invisible
to an NIR spectrometer, whereas the mid-IR spectrometer would not miss even the small abundance.
The updated version of the MERTIS instrument called the Selenological Radiometer and
Thermal Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (SERTIS)
has currently been proposed for the German
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Lunar Mission. Given the eﬀectiveness of emission spectroscopy for composition mapping, and
the new emission laboratory at IIT-Bombay, we
propose that the next Indian Moon mission
(Chandrayan–II) would consider a Lunar Orbiter
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (LOTES) for a
detailed mapping of the lunar surface.
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